
SEXIST ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Everyday terms and expressions which highlight just how ingrained sexism is in our society.

A profusion of words are found in the English dictionary to describe a woman who is promiscuous. Some
adepts of the Difference Theory, which was discussed above, say that minimal responses are used in a
cooperative way among women, but the contrary is not true for men who use them as a way to proposing
agreement only. Many other linguists would not agree with this idea as it is going to be described in the first
part of this paper. Women and men both get colds and the flu. However, gender in itself is not enough to
account for the phenomena since social status tends to play a role as well: thus a husband that interrupts his
wife would not do so with his female boss. De Francisco, V. Share this:. Women have the right to get married
whenever they like and should not be defined by their marital status. Lambertz, K. Mills, S. Had he been the
last male left on the earth and took all the surviving three billion of women for a walk the Czech verb would
still have to be in the masculine form in the sentence describing this remarkable achievement. Interruptions are
different form overlaps, however. In this way, the female form is immediately marked as an exception. Journal
of Language and Linguistics. According to West, it is not a matter of intrinsic inferiority or a Divine will; it is
rather due to the physical dimorphism projected into a larger dimension: social dimorphism. Language and
sex: Difference and dominance ,  Thus sexism in language is any linguistic forms that tend to have bias be it
overt or covert toward, usually, men against women, often in a discriminatory way. It is worth noting that
gender-markedness is a Norman legacy dating back from many centuries when Old French used to be the
language of the court. Mitigation can also be an explanation, i. Man flu Does the man flu even exist?
Therefore, our attention was drawn for the reasons behind the endeavour. Sometimes, language is not
asymmetric in itself, but people do use it as such whether intentionally or not. In this way, we can obtain
actress, hostess or princess from actor, host, and prince respectively. These linguistic forms have several
functions. Subsequently, it will shed light on those sociolinguistic differences by stressing some examples
such as hedges, minimal responses, intonation, and interruptions. Still, according to this theory, men and
women speak differently because they are constructing their masculine or feminine identity. Out of
selectiveness, this paper provided only some famous examples and cases to illustrate the width of the matter;
however, different contexts can be dug on within the framework of gender such as advertisements, proverbs,
insults, textbooks This is the main topic to be presently discussed. Subsequently, that topic gave rise to another
equally important issue in sociolinguistics. This got me thinking about the many other sexist expressions that
we yes even me! When it comes to women, the message is a depressing one.


